April’s Reflection
with
Expanded Consciousness
Greetings Wondrous Beings! Greetings to you! We
would speak upon your discoveries of not only who you are,
but also those abilities that have seemingly eluded your
conscious recognition.
As you do know, each being resides within the whole; and within the whole, each
being then is also a unique expression within the whole. And within that unique
expression, there reside those talents and abilities that enable the conscious uniting
within the whole. Conscious uniting within the whole.
Beloved Ones, each time that you choose to play, to enjoy your journey; each time
that you choose to care for yourself; and each time you go forth into an exploration that
calls to you, tickles your adventurous spirit… it is then that you are entering the knowing
of your talents and abilities.
You may be thinking or even saying at this moment that you would like to be able
to do certain things, perform certain miracles. Of course you would. And perhaps you
can. Yet we say to you, such yearning and wanting reflects that which you have already
accomplished within your journey though the many lifetimes that you have experienced
toward incarnating during this most auspicious time.
For example, if you are saying “I want to be a great healer. I want to be part of
miracles occurring right before my eyes,” what are you truly saying? Beloved One, you
are saying that you want to consciously experience the divine flowing. It is your past, so
to speak, that delivers to you the most familiar avenue. And if you have been a healer in
other lifetimes, your most familiar path is through those manners of experiencing the
divine flowing.
Yet we say to you, this journey is different. How is it different? You are here to
experience the wonder of who you are… free from the olde beliefs, free from the olde
patterns, and free from those purposes of olde that have been - perhaps unknown to you
– directly your life and your choices.
We have been speaking with you concerning your own emergence into a new life,
into a new way of being. And it is your continued choice to enter into those experiences
that deliver to you joy and delight, that call you to explore something new and exciting,
and that invite you to experience your own self in a new way… these continued choices
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place you consciously within your new life.
Perhaps you are a healer? Perhaps you are a teacher? Perhaps you are an artist?
Perhaps you are a dancer? Perhaps you are a farmer? Perhaps you are… we could go
on and on, Beloved One. All of these descriptions are manners of experiencing who you
are. All of these descriptions are ways through which you can consciously experience
your own divine flowing. Do you see? You are not any of these. You are divine essence
flowing forth to take form… according to your conscious – and unconscious – choices.
When you go forth in any of these manners, you are going forth for the sole purpose of
discovering more of yourself.
And you might be thinking that such a going forth would be selfish. To which we
would say… in your slang vocabulary… “you betcha!” Beloved One, now is the time,
this life is the life within which you are given the opportunity for your own fulfillment.
Yes, personal fulfillment. And while you may go forth and assist others, now you have
required yourself to go forth in harmony within your own fulfillment. What does that
mean, in harmony within your own fulfillment?
It means “you first”. It means that if you are requiring rest, then rest. It means
that if you want to play, then play. It means that if you have the feeling to help a friend,
then help a friend. However, if you are doing anything because you believe it will make
you be a holy person, you have then forgotten who you are; you have then returned to
sleep. That is all right, Beloved One. Each experience within forgetting, each
experience within sleep gives to you that opportunity to awaken. And such experiences
of sleep to awake are actually the pulse beat of your own forming and unforming.
Remember, you are an amazing being; and while you may accomplish amazing
feats, while you may do amazing things, the accomplishments and doing do not make
you an amazing being. You are intrinsically gloriously wonderful. It is your natural
manner of being.
Now as you have the words, go and play!
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